
Good Housekeeping
Guide For Top 7 / J7 & J9 Extra Scooping Cabinets

Scooping cabinets require a few basic steps to ensure that they work at optimum level.

After delivery all cabinets should be left for 4 hours
before switching on, this will allow oil which may travel
into the pipe work if a cabinet is tilted during delivery,
to drain back down into the compressor, then left for
24 hours to saturate the cabinet down to its working
temperature. Only then should it be stocked.    

All of the above scooping cabinets are now fitted with
tecnologic controllers for more accurate temperature
control. All controllers are not clocks, so do not know
the time of day, they will count down in twenty four
hour periods and start auto defrosts every 12 hrs after
the cabinet is first switched on, auto defrosts will then
occur at the same time each day

Best practice would be to turn the cabinet on at a time
which is out of business serving hours, i.e.: 6 or
7.00am or pm, the cabinet would then defrost at 6 or
7.00am and 6 or 7.00pm each day. The cabinet will
then defrost at the same 2 times each day until next
turned off.

General

Controllers (auto defrost)

Controllers
(avoiding auto defrost during business hours) 

Model shown J7 Extra

Model shown Top 7

Remember the product may be a few degrees
warmer than the controller indicates, as the
temperature probe cannot be placed directly
onto the product (best practice would be to find
the right consistency for scooping and adjust
temperatures to achieve this).  

1. Press the P button on the controller, the 
current SET temperature should show in the 
controller window.

2. Press the UP or Down arrows to program a 
new temperature.  (Only adjust by 1-2oC at a 
time then check again after two hours to see 
if more adjustment is required). 

To adjust temperature

If your controller display shows an incorrect
temperature, the cabinet may be in the process
or recovering from an automatic defrost, and
may show a temperature that appears incorrect.
There is a defrost on light in the controller display,
in the top right hand corner.

If you see a large difference in temperature on
the cabinet controller display, use your
thermometer to probe into the product to
determine if the ice cream is the correct
temperature. If it is correct then close the flap,
wait for 2 hours and check the controller again
to see if the temperature displayed on the
controller is closer to that of the probe, if so then
there was probably an exterior issue. 

If you need to defrost a cabinet at short notice
ie: (if the flap is left up accidentally causing too
much frost etc.) it is possible to start a short
defrost (approx 10 minutes) by pressing and
holding in the UP arrow until a small light appears
in the top right corner of the controller display,
no other button should be pressed.

Controller display

Extra automatic defrost

Quick Start Guide

The Quick Start Guide, which is in a pouch on the back of every
cabinet, is a very useful source of information. Please take the
time to read it as it is an essential tool for avoiding minor issues.  

Thank you for purchasing a J7 / J9 Extraor Top 7 cabinet.
This guide is designed to ensure you get theoptimum performance from your J7 /J9 Extraor Top 7 cabinet at all times.
By positioning and operating the cabinetcorrectly and then following a few steps tolook after it, your J7 /J9 Extra or Top 7cabinet will run properly and efficiently.

QUICKSTART GUIDE
J7 / J9 Extra & Top 7

Operating Your Cabinet
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• The cabinet should be left to stand for 4 hours after delivery before being plugged in for the first time.
• The cabinet should be plugged into a suitable 13 amp electrical supply. It should be plugged directly into the mains supply socket and not attached to an extension lead or adaptor.

• It will take approximately 24 hours for the cabinet to get down to the required temperature. Ice Cream should not be put inside the cabinet until temperature has been reached.
• Once plugged in and switched on at the mains and the on / off switch the cabinet will begin to work.

Positioning Your Cabinet
• The cabinet should be positioned on a flat, level surface and the castors locked.
• A 5cm gap must be left between the sides and rear faces of the cabinet and the wall or any other fixture or fittings. The side and rear grilles must be kept unobstructed at all times.• Please note the cabinet will not perform in ambient temperatures over 30OC. 

• Site the cabinet away from external sources of heat, eg. radiators, direct sunlight etc.

5cm gap all around

Top 7

J9 Extra

Helpline
Our customer services staff will be more than willing to offer advice. 

Telephone:  0845 127 2527

Total Refrigeration Ltd, Unit 2A, East Tame Business Park, Rexcine Way, Talbot Road, Hyde, Cheshire, SK14 4GX
Phone: 0845 127 2527  Fax: 0161 366 7374   

www.totalrefrigeration.co.uk
Helpline: 0845 127 2527
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All of these scooping cabinets have an automatic defrost which is timed to melt frost for a 10 minute
period twice in 24 hours. This will remove most of the frost which could build up during 24 hours,
but possibly not all, as at certain times of year, or places that are naturally very humid extra frost 
will develop. 

Please note: the auto defrost is short (10 minutes) so not to affect the product. Recovery times
(cabinet returning to the SET temperature on the display) will vary depending upon factors such as
ambient temperatures, door flaps being left open just before defrost occurs, actual product
temperature should remain relatively constant during automatic defrosts, although the display may
take an hour to reach its SET temperature.

A manual defrost overnight fortnightly will keep frost levels down to a minimum, whilst also allowing
for a good cleaning & hygiene regime. To start a manual defrost, remove all product and basketry,
then turn the cabinet off at the supply switch and leave the cabinet overnight to defrost. It can then
easily be cleaned sanitized and restarted - remember to switch the cabinet off for 1 minute and back
on at say 6/7.00am or pm, to keep the auto defrosts out of business hours.

Following a manual defrost and before re-starting, clean the cabinet paying careful attention to the
sharp fins on the rear wall evaporator. Use a proprietary sanitizer to wipe all exposed surfaces then
do the same with a clean water dampened cloth then dry with a clean dry cloth to ensure no 
moisture remains.  

Defrost & Cleaning

Sanitizing

The condenser is located at the bottom rear of the
cabinet, looking through the rear protective grille it is
situated on the other side of the fan, best practice
would be to check the condenser by shining a torch
through the grille to look for dust and fibre build up on
the condenser. If there is a build up then a suitably
competent person should remove it or arrange for a
service on the cabinet.

The condenser needs to remain free from dust and
fibres because in conjunction with the fan its function
is to remove heat from the cabinet and return it to the
atmosphere. If blocked the cabinet will become
inefficient and eventually stop working, this in turn
could damage other equipment inside the cabinet.

Condensers

Condenser behind fan at rear of cabinet

Keeping the flap down when not serving is very
important, as when the flap is left up cool air
could be displaced by warm air, which will cause
extra frost to develop, and the cabinet to work
harder to achieve the required temperature.
There is also the possibility of high levels of
bacteria entering the cabinet and ingress on the
product which is not desirable.  

Serving flap

There may be several reasons why the cabinet
temperature could be affected. Not all would
require temperature adjustment, first check the
list below.

Temperature issues 

• The grille ventilation is good (no large dust or fibre build up on grille).

• Is a defrost required? (Any build up of frost more than 1cm inside the cabinet requires defrosting)

• A door has not been left open when not serving.

• The ambient (Surrounding) temperature is not over 35oC (room cooling fans may be required).

• Could other equipment such as slush machines, which could give off extra heat, be nearby?

• Is there an overhead air-conditioning cassette which could blow air into the unit nearby (Can it 
be adjusted to blow elsewhere).

• Is there bright sunlight on the cabinet, or is there any other heat source near by (Shade 
from sunlight).

• Is the product above the load line? (If the product is too high it will be above the refrigerated area)

• Is the supply to the cabinet damaged / unplugged / fuse blown /  switched off?

• Is the cabinet plugged into an extension lead, or a multi adaptor? (Extensions and adaptors 
contain fuses which may blow, try plugging directly into a standard socket as per the Quick 
Start Guide)

• Have non-frozen items been introduced into the cabinet recently i.e. drinks or ice pops? These 
should be removed.

Checklist

If none of the above is the issue then temperature adjustment may be needed, remember to adjust
the temperature by no more than two degrees at a time leaving for 2 hours before checking, further
adjustments can then be made if required. 

Temperature adjustment

Helpline: 0845 127 2527 Helpline: 0845 127 2527
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5cm gap all around
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J9 Extra

Helpline
Our customer services staff will be more than willing to offer advice. 

Telephone:  0845 127 2527

Total Refrigeration Ltd, Unit 2A, East Tame Business Park, Rexcine Way, Talbot Road, Hyde, Cheshire, SK14 4GX
Phone: 0845 127 2527  Fax: 0161 366 7374   

www.totalrefrigeration.co.uk
Helpline: 0845 127 2527
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